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European Business Schools tend to imitate their North American counterparts in an
attempt to catch up in the worldwide competition for knowledge creation and training in
management. Is this relevant? To what extent do business schools in Europe contribute
to competitiveness of the economy? What will be the impact of new technologies, e.g.
on executive education? Will there be a European job market for business professors?
Will market forces win against state owned universities? The book compares the
current institutional setting of business schools in various countries and presents five
foresight scenarios for 2020.
Based on field research carried out over a two year period, this book describes
processes of transformation that took place over a fifteen year period in five European
universities. Five common features identified - described as "organizational pathways of
transformation" - are highlighted and used to frame the case-study accounts. These
pathways consist of: a strengthened steering core; an extended developmental
periphery; a diversified funding base; a stimulated academic heartland; and an
entrepreneurial culture. Taken together, these elements help universities overcome the
growing imbalance between environmental demands and university capacity to respond
that is now occurring in universities internationally. As universities come under greater
pressure to change their traditional character and become more innovative and
entrepreneurial, the successful implementation of new managerial perspectives is
important if they are to succeed. Reconciling these changes with traditional academic
values provide the concepts on which the case studies are based.
Anthology of 40 readings combining discussion of the major problems confronting
women with an analysis of the alternative theoretical and practical means for resolving
these issues.
The 2011 WDR on Conflict, Security and Development underlines the devastating
impact of persistent conflict on a country or region's development prospects - noting
that the 1.5 billion people living in conflict-affected areas are twice as likely to be in
poverty. Its goal is to contribute concrete, practical suggestions on conflict and fragility.
A story of human confusion in the midst of a fast-changing digital era, when humans
don’t have much chance to stop, look back, and contemplate. Moving from one crowd
to another, from connecting to alienating, we flock to the future and leave the past
behind. Technology has transformed human civilisation. Social network is the new
world, where tremendous amount of time is spent running away from the harsh reality
of life lled with defeat and absurdity. The novel portrays a young Generation Y, who
lives in two worlds with blurring boundaries. Unable to distinguish what's real and
what's virtual, Jayanegara falls into the trap of hope and illusion of cyberspace. As the
rst Indonesian novel that explores the pressing issue of human existence in an era
where modern technology consumes our existence, The Last Crowd cleverly unravels
our deepest fears and desires: loneliness, isolation, and an innate obsession to be
whoever we want to be on screens.
This is a new release of the original 1939 edition.

Internet Gaming Disorder: Theory, Assessment, Treatment, and Prevention is an
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informative and practical introduction to the topics of Internet gaming disorder
and problematic gaming. This book provides mental health clinicians with handson assessment, prevention, and treatment techniques for clients with problematic
gaming behaviors and Internet gaming disorder. It provides an overview of the
existing research on epidemiology, risk and protective factors, and discusses the
distinct cognitive features that distinguish gaming from gambling and other
related activities and disorders. Clinicians will find interest in discussion of the
latest developments in cognitive-behavioral approaches to gaming disorder as
well as the best structure for clinical interviews. Included in clinical sections are
details of the key indicators of harm and impairment associated with problem
gaming and how these might present in clinical cases. Internet Gaming Disorder
is strongly evidence-based, draws extensively upon the latest international
research literature, and provides insights into the likely future developments in
this emerging field both in terms of technological development and new research
approaches. Discusses the conceptual basis of Internet gaming disorder as a
behavioral addiction Provides screening approaches for measuring excessive
gaming Details a structured clinical interview approach for assessing gaming
disorder Provides evidence-based clinical strategies for prevention and treatment
Covers cognitive behavioral therapy and harm reduction strategies
The World Bank's Country Policy and Institutional Assessment (CPIA) assesses
the conduciveness of a country's policy and institutional framework to poverty
reduction, sustainable growth, and the effective use of development assistance.
In this sweeping critique of how managers are educated and how, as a
consequence, management is practiced, Henry Mintzberg offers thoughtful and
controversial ideas for reforming both. “The MBA trains the wrong people in the
wrong ways with the wrong consequences,” Mintzberg writes. “Using the
classroom to help develop people already practicing management is a fine idea,
but pretending to create managers out of people who have never managed is a
sham.” Leaders cannot be created in a classroom. They arise in context. But
people who already practice management can significantly improve their
effectiveness given the opportunity to learn thoughtfully from their own
experience. Mintzberg calls for a more engaging approach to managing and a
more reflective approach to management education. He also outlines how
business schools can become true schools of management.
"We are trying to apply the concepts of an outdated world view--the mechanistic
world view of Cartesian-Newtonian science--to a reality that can no longer be
understood in terms of these concepts... To describe this world appropriately, we
need an ecological perspective that the Cartesian world view does not offer."
(Preface 15,16).
Includes an Indonesian-English glossary (over 3,700 words), as well as a
description of the Indonesian use of the Arabic alphabet.
Banking the Poor explores level and determinants of financial access in 54
countries, mostly in Africa. It collects information from two sources: central banks
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and leading commercial banks in each surveyed country. It explores associations
between countries' banking policies and practices and their levels of financial
access, measured in terms of the numbers of bank account per thousand adults.
It builds on the previous work measuring financial access through information
from regulators, from banks, and also from users' perspectives in household
surveys.
Quotes about Love
In 2011 the World Bank—with funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation—launched the Global Findex database, the world's most
comprehensive data set on how adults save, borrow, make payments, and
manage risk. Drawing on survey data collected in collaboration with Gallup, Inc.,
the Global Findex database covers more than 140 economies around the world.
The initial survey round was followed by a second one in 2014 and by a third in
2017. Compiled using nationally representative surveys of more than 150,000
adults age 15 and above in over 140 economies, The Global Findex Database
2017: Measuring Financial Inclusion and the Fintech Revolution includes updated
indicators on access to and use of formal and informal financial services. It has
additional data on the use of financial technology (or fintech), including the use of
mobile phones and the Internet to conduct financial transactions. The data reveal
opportunities to expand access to financial services among people who do not
have an account—the unbanked—as well as to promote greater use of digital
financial services among those who do have an account. The Global Findex
database has become a mainstay of global efforts to promote financial inclusion.
In addition to being widely cited by scholars and development practitioners,
Global Findex data are used to track progress toward the World Bank goal of
Universal Financial Access by 2020 and the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. The database, the full text of the report, and the underlying
country-level data for all figures—along with the questionnaire, the survey
methodology, and other relevant materials—are available at
www.worldbank.org/globalfindex.
Love: it's a many-splendored thing, or it's all you need - sometimes it's even a
battlefield. In our humble opinion, this is the best quotes about love and life book
of all time. Gift this book to your partner to show how you really feelWe do not
assert any claim of copyright for individual quotations. All use of quotations is
done under the fair use copyright principal.
The extent of Islamicity, or what Islam demands, is measured to confirm that selfdeclared Muslim countries have not adopted foundational Islamic teachings for
rule-compliant Muslim communities. Western countries, on the other hand, are
demonstrated to have better implemented fundamental Islamic teachings for a
thriving society.
This book is an introduction to Max Weber’s ambitious comparative study of the
sociological and institutional foundations of the modern economic and social
order. In this work originally published in German in 1920, Weber discusses the
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analytical methods of sociology and, at the same time, presents a devastating
critique of prevailing sociological theory and of its universalist, determinist
underpinnings. None of Weber’s other writings offers the reader such a grasp of
his theories; none displays so clearly his erudition, the scope of his interests, and
his analytical powers.
The Book of Rites, literally the Record of Rites, is a collection of texts describing
the social forms, administration, and ceremonial rites of the Zhou Dynasty as
they were understood in the Warring States and the early Han periods. The Book
of Rites, along with the Rites of Zhou (Zhouli) and the Book of Etiquette and Rites
(Yili), which are together known as the "Three Li (San li)," constitute the ritual (li)
section of the Five Classics which lay at the core of the traditional Confucian
canon (Each of the "five" classics is a group of works rather than a single text).
As a core text of the Confucian canon, it is also known as the Classic of Rites,
which some scholars believe this was the original title before it was changed by
Dai Sheng.
First published in 1922, the novel "Sitti Nurbaya: A Love Unrealized," by Marah
Rusli, retains the poignancy that made it a modern Indonesian classic. In terms of
its social impact in what was then the Dutch East Indies, "Sitti Nurbaya" may be
compared to "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in the ante-bellum United States. Even to this
day, the issues of injustice and indignities suffered by women that this novel
raised continue to be debated throughout the country. Rich in description, dense
with ironic foreboding and the inexorable workings of fate, Sitti Nurbaya is Samsu
and "Sitti Nurbaya"'s ill-fated love story. But in their wishes, the reader might also
also discern young people's tantalizing dream of what the East Indies society
might become, or could become, if only local genius, embodied in a modernizing
youth emancipated from stifling traditions, could fuse with European genius in
mutual respect and admiration. This too was, of course, a dream never to be
realized, and one perhaps which never could have been realized.
Examines the interactions between sociological theory and research in various
approaches to the study of social structure, evaluating the limitations and
functions of each
Part of the Contemporary Review Series. Contemporary Tourism Reviews will
provide you with critical, state-of-the-art surveys of all of the major areas of
tourism study to people who are coming to a topic for the first time. Written by
leading thinkers and academics in the field they provide flexible, current and
topical information as an instant download.
This is a study of the management problems experienced by selected
metropolitan cities in South and East Asia and of the approaches adopted in
resolving them. Although the region contains many of the world's developing
countries, it is not an exception to the universal trends in urbanization, which
have had a massive impact on its metropolitan cities. Apart from Tokyo, the cities
concerned tend to dominate the economic and political scene in their respective
countries, but for the purposes of this discussion it is not inappropriate to refer to
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them and the problems they face as being broadly metropolitan. Urban
geographers and planners now tend to use the term 'metropolitan' to refer to a
large identifiable area of continuous urbanization consisting of several
administrative jurisdictions. Demographers today often classify cities with
populations of more than one million people as metropolitan, and in common
usage the term is widely employed to symbolize social, economic, and political
status. All of these characteristics apply to the cities studied here.
A new edition of a comprehensive text, updated throughout, with new material on
behavioral economics, international taxation, cost-benefit analysis, and the
economics of climate policy. Public economics studies how government taxing
and spending activities affect the economy—economic efficiency and the
distribution of income and wealth. This comprehensive text on public economics
covers the core topics of market failure and taxation as well as recent
developments in both policy and the academic literature. It is unique not only in
its broad scope but in its balance between public finance and public choice and
its combination of theory and relevant empirical evidence. The book covers the
theory and methodology of public economics; presents a historical and
theoretical overview of the public sector; and discusses such topics as
departures from efficiency (including imperfect competition and asymmetric
information), issues in political economy, equity, taxation, fiscal federalism, and
tax competition among independent jurisdictions. Suggestions for further reading,
from classic papers to recent research, appear in each chapter, as do exercises.
The mathematics has been kept to a minimum without sacrificing intellectual
rigor; the book remains analytical rather than discursive. This second edition has
been thoroughly updated throughout. It offers new chapters on behavioral
economics, limits to redistribution, international taxation, cost-benefit analysis,
and the economics of climate policy. Additional exercises have been added and
many sections revised in response to advice from readers of the first edition.
Wherever people are working, there is some type of stress—and where there is
stress, there is the risk of burnout. It is widespread, the subject of numerous
studies in the U.S. and abroad. It is also costly, both to individuals in the form of
sick days, lost wages, and emotional exhaustion, and to the workplace in terms
of the bottom line. But as we are now beginning to understand, burnout is also
preventable. Burnout for Experts brings multifaceted analysis to a multilayered
problem, offering comprehensive discussion of contributing factors, classic and
less widely perceived markers of burnout, coping strategies, and treatment
methods. International perspectives consider phase models of burnout and
differentiate between burnout and related physical and mental health conditions.
By focusing on specific job and life variables including workplace culture and
gender aspects, contributors give professionals ample means for recognizing
burnout as well as its warning signs. Chapters on prevention and intervention
detail effective programs that can be implemented at the individual and
organizational levels. Included in the coverage: · History of burnout: a
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phenomenon. · Personal and external factors contributing to burnout. ·
Depression and burnout · Assessment tools and methods. · The role of
communication in burnout prevention. · Active coping and other intervention
strategies. Skillfully balancing scholarship and accessibility, Burnout for Experts
is a go-to resource for health psychologists, social workers, psychiatrists, and
organizational, industrial, and clinical psychologists.
A forceful and accessible discussion of Christian belief that has become one of
the most popular introductions to Christianity and one of the most popular of
Lewis's books. Uncovers common ground upon which all Christians can stand
together.
Note: This synopsis may refer to a different edition of this book.
The Armed Conflict Survey provides in-depth analysis of the political, military and
humanitarian dimensions of all major armed conflicts, as well as data on
fatalities, refugees and internally displaced persons. Compiled by the IISS,
publisher of The Military Balance, it is the standard reference work on
contemporary conflict. The book assesses key developments in 36 high-,
medium- and low-intensity conflicts, including those in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan,
South Sudan, IsraelPalestine, Southern Thailand, Colombia and Ukraine. The
Armed Conflict Survey features essays by some of the worlds leading experts
on armed conflict, including Mats Berdal, Elisabeth Jean Wood, Julia Bleckner,
Nelly Lahoud, William Reno and Carrie Manning. They write on: UN
peacekeeping; conflict-related sexual violence; the Islamic States shifting
narrative; the changing foundations of governance by armed groups; and
rebel-to-party transitions. The authors discussion of principal thematic and crossnational trends complements the detailed analysis of each conflict at the core of
the book. The Armed Conflict Survey also includes maps, infographics and multiyear data, as well as the IISS Chart of Conflict.
Infectious Diseases of Cambodia is one in a series of GIDEON ebooks which
explore all individual infectious diseases, drugs, vaccines, outbreaks, surveys
and pathogens in every country of the world. Data are based on the GIDEON
web application (www.gideononline.com) which relies on standard text books,
peer-review journals, Health Ministry reports and ProMED, supplemented by an
ongoing search of the medical literature. Chapters are arranged alphabetically,
by disease name. Each chapter is divided into three sections: 1. Descriptive
epidemiology 2. Status of the disease in Cambodia 3. References A chapter
outlining the routine vaccination schedule of Cambodia follows the diseases
chapters. There are 361 generic infectious diseases in the world today. 222 of
these are endemic, or potentially endemic, to Cambodia. A number of other
diseases are not relevant to Cambodia and have not been included in this book.
In addition to endemic diseases, all published data regarding imported diseases
and infection among expatriates from Cambodia are included.
In his apostolic letter Patris Corde (“With a Father’s Heart”), Pope Francis
reflects on Saint Joseph and his multifaceted role as a father. The purpose of this
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letter, Pope Francis writes, “is to increase our love for this great saint, to
encourage us to implore his intercession and to imitate his virtues and his zeal.”
Saint Joseph is a beloved father; a tender, loving father; an obedient father; an
accepting father; a creatively courageous father; a working father; and a father in
the shadows. As protector, advocate, and guardian of the Holy Family, Saint
Joseph has always been venerated as a father to all Christians. With this letter,
promulgated on the 150th anniversary of the declaration of Saint Joseph as
Patron of the Universal Church, Pope Francis proclaimed a Year of Saint Joseph
from December 8, 2020, to December 8, 2021. Patris Corde ends with a new
prayer to Saint Joseph, and the OSV edition includes additional prayers and a
litany to this beloved saint.
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